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The population of Poland can be divided into the following six classes or estates: high nobility, lower nobility, half nobility, burghers, peasants, and Jews.¹

The high nobility is made up of large landowners and the administrators who hold the high government office. The lower nobility have the right to own land and to occupy any government office, but their extreme poverty keeps them from acting on those rights. The half nobleman is permitted neither to own land independently nor to hold a high government office—this is what distinguishes him from the regular nobility. The half nobleman does occasionally possess an estate, but even so he remains, to some degree, a tenant of the high nobleman in whose territory his estate lies: The half nobleman [2] must pay the high nobleman a yearly tribute for his land.

It is actually the burghers who are the most miserable of all. Of course, the burgher is no serf. He has various privileges, and burghers can even enjoy juridical autonomy. But because the burgher has no profitable land, for the most part, and because he tends not to devote himself seriously to any profession, he lives in the most pitiful state of impoverishment.

The classes of most use to the country are the last two, namely, the peasants and the Jews. The peasants work at plowing fields, herding cattle, beekeeping, etc.—in short, tending to whatever the land produces. Members of the latter class are merchants, bakers, brewers, professionals, craftsmen; they sell beer, spirits, mead, and other such things. They are also the only ones who lease land in the villages and towns, except for on the monastery estates, where Their Reverences believe it is a sin to help a Jew make a living, and thus they let their estates out to peasants, even though they pay a price for doing so. Because the peasants lack the right skills to manage the estates well, the estates fall apart, [3] something Their Reverences opt to endure with Christian patience.

At the end of the last century, estates declined in value so much due to the landowners’ ignorance, their oppressive treatment of their tenants, and a widespread absence of economic planning, that land which would yield a thousand Polish guilders today might have been leased to a Jew for ten guilders. Because of his even greater backwardness and indolence,

¹ This chapter was composed during what turned out to be the last years of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which dissolved in stages and had entirely ceased to exist by 1795.
the Jew, for his part, wouldn’t even have been able to make a living from the land. It was a single development that turned this situation around. Using the name Dersawzes, or general leaseholder, two brothers from Galicia, where Jews are much shrewder than they are in Lithuania, managed to lease—and to rent out to others—all of Prince Radziwiłł’s estates. By bringing about an extraordinarily high level of productivity, the brothers not only improved the estates’ economic condition, but they also made themselves rich.²

Unfazed by the uproar they caused among their fellow Jews, the brothers raised rents and were as strict as can be in collecting money from their subleaseholders. In addition, they kept a close eye on the lands under their control. Whenever they found a leaseholder who was not managing his estate diligently and industriously—not serving himself and the landowner well but instead idling away whole days atop a warm stove, drunk on spirits—they would summon that person and rid him of his lethargy with a whip. This practice earned the landlords the name of “Tyrants” among their people.

Yet they had a very positive effect. The leaseholder who had always wound up in chains, as a result of not having his ten guilders of lease money on time, now had so much incentive to work hard that he could not only feed his family from the land he leased, he could also pay much more than just ten guilders: four to five hundred guilders, even a thousand.

The Jews can be divided into three categories: uneducated working people, professional scholars, and those who devote themselves to scholarship without concerning themselves with earning a living, relying instead on the first class of people to support them. Head rabbis, judges, school directors, and such types belong to the second category. The third one is made up of scholars whose superior talent and knowledge the uneducated admire so much that they take the scholars into their homes, give them their daughters to marry, and, for years and at their own great expense, provide for both the scholars and the scholars’ wives and children. Later on, however, it falls to the wives to support both these sacred sloths and their offspring, who tend to be quite numerous. The wives, understandably, take great pride in this.

Poland may be the only country where you will find religious freedom and religious hatred coexisting in equal measure. Jews there are completely free to practice their religion and enjoy all other civic freedoms. They even have the right to administer their own laws. On the other hand, religious hatred runs so deep that the very name “Jew” elicits disgust. The roots of

² These brothers were Shmuel and Gedaliah Ickowicz. See Gershon D. Hundert, Jews in Poland-Lithuania: A Genealogy of Modernity (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2006), pp. 43–44.
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This disgust reach back to barbaric times, and [6] have continued to have practical effects down to my own days in Poland, just thirteen years ago. This apparent contradiction is resolved when we realize that, first, the Jews’ religious and civic freedom in Poland does not stem from respect for the basic rights of all mankind; second, religious hatred and persecution are not the results of a conscious policy of weeding out whatever might be detrimental to the nation’s moral and material wellbeing. Rather, both things—the Jews’ freedom and the animus toward them—are due to the political ignorance and backwardness prevailing in the country. For all the Jews’ faults, hardly anyone else in Poland is at all industrious, so the Polish nation had to grant Jews every possible freedom as a matter of practical necessity. At the same time, Poland’s moral ignorance and backwardness inevitably lead to religious hatred and persecution. [7]
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arrangements for SM with L. from Schmilowitz, 35–36; marriage arrangements with SM's future wife Sara, 37–40; marriage proposal for SM to marry leaseholder's daughter Rachel, 34–35; mistreatment by Polish lord at the age of eight, 5; and Raphael Kohn, 219; relationship with leaseholder of Mohilna, 31; settles in Mohilna, 29; silences SM's adoration for worldly beauty, 15; silences SM's doubts on biblical accounts, 13, 14; and Simon of Lubtsch, 75–76; at SM's wedding, 41

Jossel (schoolmaster), 19
Jossel of Klezk, 75–76
Journal of Empirical Psychology (Magazine der Erfahrungsseelenkunde), 121, 122, 239

Judah, 162
Judaism, 62; aristocracy, 88, 236; ceremonial law and morality, 88–89; compared to Christianity, 216; concept of cause, 65; contract between people and Highest Being, 102; in contrast to paganism, 65, 102; estimation of learning by scholars, 236–37; existence of Jewish nation, 66, 88; external ceremonies, 106; following or rejecting the laws of, 202–3; formal application of religion by Talmudists, 103; Great Council (Keneseth Hagdola), 67; grounded in formal laws of nature, 102; history, 67–68; interpretation of Holy Scripture, 69, 88, 236; knowledge of nature neglected, 103; legislative commission for interpretation of Scripture, 88; misuse of rabbinism, 68–70; Mosaic laws in the history of, 67–70; mysteries, 66, 104; name of Jehovah expressing pure Being, 104; non-Jewish manners and customs, 69–70; positive religion, 66; practical (laws and customs), 70; prophets, 67; pure but unfruitful, 103; purpose according to Moses and the prophets, 106; rabbinic despotism, 223; rabbinic scholars, 236–37; rabbinism, 68–71, 70–71; renewal of contract through Moses, separation from the Jewish state, 66; and Talmud, 237; theocracy, 66, 202–3, 223, 236; theoretical (theology), 70; unequal classes in, 236; unity of natural causes solely of regulative use, 102; unity with God, 104; ways of preserving and expanding, 66; wisdom and rationality in, 103. See also religion

Judaism Unmasked (Eisenmenger), 71

K. (Karlin), 88
Kabbalah, 210–11; allegories in, 52, 57; "art of running wild with reason," 52; attempt to recover secret meaning, 52; Book of Raziel, as fire protection, 56–57; Cordovero, Moses, Rabbi, 53, 58; creation of the world, 57–58; deciphering Holy Scripture or Talmud, 55; divine emanations, 54; divine science opposed to rational explanation, 59; Etz Hayyim (The Tree of Life; Vital), 53; fables in, 52, 57, 59; as fire protection, 56–57; formulas for performing miracles, 211; God as Ensoph, 58; God's beard, 54; hierarchy of four worlds, 54; Ichudim, 56; imagination in, 55, 89; infinity in, 58; interpretation of Holy Scripture, 89; invisible through, 56; Luria, Isaac, Rabbi, 53; Maimonides on, 152; medico-magical practices, 90; mysteries in, 89; original meaning of, 52; Pardes Rimonim (Moses Cordovero), 53, 58; perfection, 51; popularity, 51; practical, 52, 56, 90; reason in, 52, 53; science cloaked in fables, 59; secrets in, 52, 55, 56, 57, 59, 90; Sefirot, 55, 58; Sha'arei Kedusha (The Gates of Holiness; Vital), 54; Sha'arei Orah (The Gates of Light; Joseph Gikatilla), 53; as Spinozism, 58; theoretical, 52, 56; as tradition of occult sciences, 52; Vital, Hayyim, 53; zimzum, 57n15; Zohar, 53, 89

Kant, Immanuel, 230, 239; antinomies, 157; causality and first cause, 14; compared with Bacon, 234–35; concept of right, 238; critique of
Kant, Immanuel (continued)  
dogmatists, 168; and dogmatic critics, 235; and Human skepticism, 235; letter to SM, 232; metaphysics, 204, 235, 242; necessity of objective judgments, 234; notion of time, 165; *quid juris?* 231; used for interpretation of Maimonides, 237. See also critical philosophy; *Critique of Pure Reason* (Kant)  
Karaites, 155  
Karlin (K.), 88  
Kohen, Raphael, Rabbi, 114n2, 203n6, 219n4  
Königsberg, 4, 12, 22, 108–9, 111  
Kuh, Ephraim Moses, 225  
Kulm (Johann Adam Kulmus), 60  
L. (rich man in Schmilowitz), 35–36  
L. (SM’s friend in Berlin), 222, 233  
L. (widow in Berlin), 196  
Lapidoth, Moses (SM’s close friend): clothes, 80; cutting back on prayers, 80; as cynic, 80; on falsity of human virtue, 78–79; free-thinker, 78; lively imagination, 80; poor parents-in-law, 79  
Lavater, Johann Caspar, 204  
law of association, 239  
law of sufficient reason. See principle of sufficient reason  
laws. See ceremonial laws; *Mishneh Torah* (Maimonides); Mosaic laws  
laws of general attraction, 170–71  
leadership, four types of, 98–100  
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, 230, 231; middle ground between atheism and Spinozism, 64; obscure representations, 235; pre-established harmony, 235; principle of sufficient reason, 14, 62; proof of the existence of God, 149–50. See also Wolff-Leibniz philosophy  
Lemberg, 76n(a)  
Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim, 204  
Leucippus, 241  
Lieberkühn, Philipp Julius, 226  
Lisse, Heiman, 226  
Lithuania. See Poland  
Lithuanian diet, 82  
Lithuanian language, SM’s, 114  
L.M. (Jewish police official in Berlin), 192–93  
Locke, John, 192, 196  
logic: Aristotle on, 242; categories as forms of, 58; form of reason, 141; Maimonides on, 187, 192; of the *Mishna*, 129; pre-Aristotelian, 241; prerequisite for metaphysics, 142, 144, 187; of the Talmud, 25–26; and truth, 233–34  
London, 211  
Longinus, 205  
love, 213; of life, 211, 212n(a); of truth, 123, 124, 133, 157, 187, 191, 196, 197, 201, 210, 215  
Luria, Isaac, Rabbi, 53  
Lutheran pastor: conversation with SM about his conversion to Christianity, 216–17  
M. (Malevo), 46, 47  
M. (Mezritch), 88, 96  
M. (rich man in Hannover), 214  
Machiavelli, Niccolò, 106  
Madame (in The Hague), rejected by SM, 212–13  
Madame Dacier, 213  
*Magazin zur Erfahrungsseelenkunde* (journal), 121, 122, 239  
Mair, Rabbi (Meier), 54, 72  
Maimon, Solomon: dropped and left alone at the age of three, 6; calls his mother Mama Kuza, 11–12; admires the beauty of Princess Radziwill, 15; grandmother on his nightly studies, 17–18; leg being crushed and healed by dead dog, 21; family moves to H., close to Iwenez, 24, 29; mental illness of his mother, 24; family moves to Mohilna, 29; commits theft, 32; controversy with his brother and cousin about brass buttons, 32–33; controversy over planned marriage arrangement with leaseholder’s daughter, 34–35; marriage arrangements with L. from Schmilowitz, 35–36; becomes his father’s assistant, 37; marriage arrangements with future wife Sara, 37–40; married twice, 39–40; death of his mother, 40; wedding festivities, 41; fightings
with his mother-in-law, 42–43; first son David born at the age of fourteen, 44; attempt to become invisible with the help of practical Kabbalah, 56; practices medicine, 61; attempts at exercises in penance, 76–77; friendship with Moses Lapidoth, 78–81; as guide for Russian soldiers, 83–84; at the court of Dov Ber in Mezritsch, 96–97; travels to Königsberg, 108; translates Mendelssohn’s *Phaedon* into Hebrew on the spot, 109; travels to Stettin, 109–10; travels to Frankfurt an der Oder, 110; received as great Talmudist and honorable rabbi, 110–11; first trip to Berlin and access denied, 111–12; lives as beggar for about six months, 113–14; travels to Posen, 114; meets chief Rabbi of Posen, 115, 116; stays in Posen in one of the elders’ houses, 115; happiest period in his life, 117; reputation growing, 117; talking carp episode, 118; horn episode, 119; second trip to Berlin and stays at the New Market, 192; permission to stay in Berlin, 193; meets with Polish friend and his friends, 193; sends doubts on Wolff’s proof of existence of God to Mendelssohn, 194; sends his metaphysical disputation to Mendelssohn, 194; philosophical discussions with Markus Herz, 195–96; debates with Mendelssohn, 199; Berlin friends trying to undermine, 206–7; frustrates his Berlin friends, 208; travels to Hamburg, 209; travels to Amsterdam, 209; travels to The Hague and stays for about nine months, 210–11; discusses Talmud and Kabbalah with friend H., 210; attempted suicide, 211–12; rejects Madame, 212–14; travels to Hanover, 214; Herr M.’s recommendation, 214; second trip to Hamburg, 214; conversion attempt, 215–17; cured by Jewish doctor, 217; several years in Altona, peaceful and happy, 218; travels to Dessau, 223; third trip to Berlin, 224; failure of the mathematics project, 224; travels to Breslau, 224; discussion with Christian Garve, 225; relationship with Christian scholars, 225, 226; receives monthly stipend by Lipmann Meier, 225; stays in Aaron Zadig’s home, 226; sends his translation of Mendelssohn’s *Morning Hours* to Isaac Daniel Itzig, 227; divorce, 218–20, 227–29; fourth trip to Berlin, 230; letter to Kant, 231; Kant’s letter, 232; travels to Potsdam, 233; fifth trip to Berlin, 233

**Character & characteristics:** abhorrence of self-contradiction, 211; appearance, 109; atheist, 230; beard, 109, 219; boldness, 216; candor, 125, 193, 197, 210, 213, 215; childhood literary preferences, 16–17; clothes, 12, 80, 109, 111, 114, 116; curiosity, 16; cynic, 80; dedicated to contemplative life and idleness, 79, 193, 208, 221; depression, 211; desire for knowledge, 201, 215; enthusiasm, 17, 54, 206, 207; Epicurean, 207, 209, 213; follower of one philosophical system after another, 238; free-thinker, 78, 202; generosity, 206; heretic, 111, 118, 211, 229; as Kantian, 238; as Leibnizian, 238; libertine, 213; life no direction, 208; little experience of the world, 224; love of free intellectual exchange, 206; native language, 109, 114; not qualified to become a Christian, 217; oath to Maimonides, 128; passion for painting/drawing, 15–16, 208; Peripatetic, 238; problems adapting in Germany, 215; promoting dangerous philosophical systems, 207; as rabbi, 211; regarded as prophet, 118; religiosity, 75, 76–77, 80, 114, 119; reputation of an ardent devotee of sensual pleasure, 208; sexuality, 34, 44; shyness, 194–95; Skeptic, 238; Spinozist, 238; spreading dangerous ideas and philosophical systems, 208, 225; stoicism, 201; too much a philosopher to become a Christian, 216; truth-loving, 123, 211

**Education & studies:** reads Genesis at the age of six, 13; reads story
Maimon, Solomon: Education & studies (continued)
of Jacob and Esau, 14; use of his father’s library, 16–18; nightly study as a child, 17; astronomy studies at the age of seven, 17–18; Talmud studies, 17, 24, 28, 50; school time in Mirz, 19; being taught by his father at the age of nine, 31; grasp of Talmud and commentaries at the age of nine, 31; learns Latin and German alphabets, 49–50; could perform the role of a rabbi at the age of eleven, 49; prejudices preventing from learning languages, 49; learning through deciphering, 50; Kabbalah, 53–55; German books, 59–61; medicine, 60; physics, 60; plan to study medicine, 108, 111, 207, 226; science, 112; well versed in all areas of Jewish knowledge, 115; Guide of the Perplexed (Maimonides), 118; fight against superstition through study, 119; intellectual rebirth due to Maimonides, 124, 201; scarcity of teachers and texts, 125; from melancholic religion to religion of reason, 127; Wolff’s Metaphysics, 193–94; Locke studies with private tutor of A.M., 196; Spinoza, 197, 230; method of reading and comprehending books without any prior knowledge, 197n(a); literature, 206; chemistry, 208; physics, 208; pharmacy, 208; knowledge of Dutch, 214; gymnasium in Altona, 217–18, 220–21; English classes, 218; Latin studies, 218; knowledge of German, 225; medical lectures by Morgenbesser, 226; Critique of Pure Reason (Kant), 230; method of thinking oneself into a system of thought, 230; Leibniz, 230; Hume, 230. See also Kabbalah

Tutoring & teaching: taking up residence as private tutor, 43; work as schoolmaster, 49; at leaseholder I.’s family, 82–83; plans to lecture on Guide of the Perplexed (Maimonides), 117; two years in Posen, 117; German, 196–97, 227; in The Hague, 210; physics, belle lettres and arithmetic to Aaron Zadig’s middle son, 226; in Breslau, 227; Euler’s Algebra, 227; Latin, 227


Maimonides, Moses, 117; astronomy, 130, 131, 134, 144, 170, 204; attempted harmony between religion and reason, 129; commentary on the Mishna, 129, 237; contradictions in,
138–39; criticism by Rabbi Abraham ben David, 130–32; dietary laws and medicine, 130; exegetical practice, 131–32, 190; firmness of principle and methodological rigor, 124; flexibility of his thinking, 124; greatest man of the Jewish nation, 124; ideal of a perfect human being, 128; immortality of the soul, 202; interpretation of the Talmudic great feast for the pious, 131; Jad Hachashaka, 26, 129, 130, 131; Kantian interpretation of his commentary on the Mishna, 237; life in Spain, 128; Mishneh Torah, 26, 129, 13, 131; on morality, 130; Mylah Hygion (Millot Hahigayon), 192; natural theology reconciled with revealed theology, 130; no friend of fanaticism and hyper-piety, 76; noble audacity, 124; perfection, 80–81, 201; philosophical skill, 124; on prayer, 189; against prejudices, zealotry and superstitions, 124; proof of the existence of God, 194; rational theology, 130; religious education, 129; revealed religion, 202; ritual laws and customs, 129; secular education, 129; SM attacking his articles of faith, 194; SM's indebtedness to, 124, 128, 201; stoicism, 175; truth-loving, 124. See also Guide of the Perplexed, The (Maimonides)
Mendelssohn, Moses (continued)
Talmudist, 198, 237; using principles of Wolff-Leibniz philosophy, 201, 204; *Vindiciae Judaecorum* (Menascheh ben Israel), 202–3
mental illness: of SM's mother, 24
metaphysics, 142, 158; abuse of thought, 234–35; Aristotle, 141; Bacon, Francis, 235; contradictions in, 14, 165; and *Critique of Pure Reason* (Kant), 204; difficulty of, 143; and the doctrine of first cause, 14; dogmatic, 156–57; existence of God, 161; as figment of imagination, 242, 243; heavenly bodies as living rational creatures, 161; Heraclitus, 241; Kant, Immanuel, 204, 235, 242; limitation of our capacity for knowledge, 143; and logic, 142, 144, 187; as Madame M., 240; in Maimonides' parable of the palace, 187; and mathematics, 143–45, 187; in modern philosophy, 242; natural disposition for, 145; non-corporeality of God, 161; as perfection, 145; Plato, 241–42; Pythagoras, 241; SM on, 243; unity of God, 161; Xenophanes, 241
*Metaphysics or the Doctrine of God, the World and the Human Soul* (Wolff), 193–94
Methuselah (Muatazila), 155
Meyer, Lipmann (Meier), 225
Mezritch (M.), 88, 96
Midrash Kohaleth, 162
Mirz (Mir), 4, 8–9
*Mishna*, 67; commentary needed, 68; contradictions encountered, 139; interpretation by Hasidim, 95; logic of, 129; Maimonides' commentary, 129, 237; six main parts of, 68, 73
*Mishneh Torah* (Maimonides), 26, 129;
Hylochot Deoth (ethical laws), 130;
Hylochot Jessodei Hathora (laws of a rational theology), 130; Hylochot Kiddosh Hachodesh (laws of the festival of the new moon), 130, 131. See also ceremonial laws; Mosaic laws
Mohammed: on paradise, 70–71; religion of, 156
Mohilna (Mogil’no), 39; description, 29; plan to attract leaseholders, 29, 30; region's leaseholder, 29–30, 31; Russian soldiers stationed, 32; synagogue in, 31
Morgenbesser, Michael, 226
Moritz, Karl Philipp, 121n2, 239
*Morning Hours* (Mendelssohn), 227
Mosaic laws: division by Maimonides, 185; and Egyptian laws, 70; in the history of Judaism, 67–70; intention to eradicate superstition and paganism, 183; and paganism, 182; perfection as goal, 181–82. See also ceremonial laws; *Mishneh Torah* (Maimonides)
Moses, 52, 66, 67, 102, 104, 106, 136, 141, 142, 150, 152, 185, 189
Moses (books of), 20, 152. See also *Genesis*
Moses (SM's uncle), 11
Moses (victim of SM’s theft), 32
Moses ben Maimon. See Maimonides, Moses
Moses of Lion (Lyon), 89
Mount Sinai, 52, 102, 153, 176
*Mylath Hygion* (*Millot Hahigayon*; Maimonides), 192; commentary by Mendelssohn, 192
mysteries: of Christianity, 216; in contrast to eternal truths, 101; definition, 101, 216; in Judaism, 66, 104; in Kabbalah, 89; minor and major, 105–6; of nature, 101, 137; of religions, 65; and superstition, 101; twofold, 103. See also Ark of the Covenant
mysticism. See Hasidism; Kabbalah
N. (Nesvizh), 29, 37, 39, 40
Narboni, Moses, Rabbi, 153
natural science, 87, 93, 136, 137, 142, 144, 187
natural theology, 130, 194, 195, 223
Newton, Isaac, 204, 227; laws of general attraction, 170–71
Nesvizh (N.), 29, 37, 39, 40
*Nezach Israel* (Israel Zamosc), 198
Niemen (Neman) River, 4, 8, 29
Noah, 182
North Sea, 209
Novogrod (Novhardok), 24
omniscience, 177–80

On the Sublime (Longinus), 205

orthodox Jews, 111–12, 228

Ossian, 205

paganism, 182, 183, 185; in contrast to Judaism, 65, 102; corporeal attributes of God, 145–46; deception in, 106; grounded in material laws of nature, 102; and Mosaic laws, 182; as pure natural religion, 203; representing causes of effects in, 63, 66; results in polytheism, 102. See also religion

parable of the palace (Maimonides), 186

paradise: Mohammed on, 70–71; in the Talmud, 71

Pardes Rimonim (Orchard of Pomegranates; Moses Cordovero), 53; Sefirot, 58

passion for life, 212n(a)

pastor, Lutheran, conversation with SM about his conversion to Christianity, 216–17

patriarchs, 65, 67, 102

penance: Golath, 75; in Hasidism, 75–77, 86–87, 97; to hasten the arrival of the Messiah, 76; Hatarath nedorim, 76–77; by Jossel of Klezk, 76; Malkot-whipping, 76; Prince Radziwill forcing local Jews to do, for his desecration of church, 46; SM’s attempts at, 76–77; Teshuvat Ha-Kana, 75, 76; Teshuvat Hamishkal, 75

perfection: different degrees of, 58; divine, 57, 81, 91, 92, 93, 150, 177; four kinds of, according to Maimonides, 190–91; of free will, 238; as goal of Mosaic laws, 181–82; in Hasidism, 86, 87, 91, 92, 93; human, 80–81, 86, 122, 131, 141, 143, 150, 175, 187, 201–2, 216; and Kabbalah, 51; Mendelssohn on, 201–2; metaphysics as, 145; precondition for blessedness, 127; of prophets, 187; in rabbinic morality, 73; SM on, 80–81, 201–2; striving for, 59, 80–81, 93, 144, 175, 191, 216; in Wolff’s system, 238

Pessel (leaseholder’s second oldest daughter), 34–35

Phaedon (Mendelssohn), 109

Philosophical Dictionary (SM), 238, 239

physics, 240–41; Aristotelian, 158, 165; Democritus, 241

Physics (Sturm), 60

piety: abuse of, by “repentant ones,” 91; in Hasidism, 86, 87; Maimonides on, 76; melancholic, 107; of Simon of Lubtsch, 75; SM’s, 211

Piliezki, Herr (shaffar), 12

pious, the: in the book of Job, 179; delight in the sight of the divinity, 72; evil encountered by, 190; great feast for the, 131; rewards of, 70; secrets of God is alone for, 136; wears what the godless man procures, 32–33

pious ones, the. See Hasidim

Plato, 124, 163; doctrine of memory, 71; metaphysics, 241–42; on poets, 205

poetry: Hebrew, 205; Mendelssohn on, 205; SM on, 205

Poland, 210, 211, 215, 227, 228; aristocracy, 44–45; burghers, 1; Catholic Church, 8–9; civic freedoms, 2–3; land leasing, 1, 2, 4; legal system, 22; monastary estates, 1; nobility, 1; peasants, 1; religious freedom, 2–3; religious hatred, 2–3; Russian army rampaging through, 83–84

Polish Jews, 1, 2; charity of, 74; customs and manners, 74; hatred against, 2–3; ignorance of, 44, 82; influence of rabbinic morality on, 74; marriages, 74; physicians, 21; poverty, 82; professional choices, 74; rabbinic despotism, 223; religious prejudices against, 44; scholars, 2, 87; SM’s plan to produce enlightenment-bringing books for, 222; theocracy, 223; uneducated working people, 2

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. See Poland

politics, in contrast to religion and morality, 65

polytheism, 63, 102. See also paganism

“pope” (Russian priest), accusing SM’s grandfather of murdering a Christian, 8–9

Posen, 114, 118, 119; chief rabbi, 115, 116, 117

Potsdam, 233

Prague, 17

prayer: by enlighteners of new Hasidim, 92; facing Jerusalem, 198–99; as
prayer (continued)
function of an anthropomorphic system of theology, 211; Maimonides on, 189; Rabbi Chaninah on, 150; and sexual unions in the intellectual world, 56; SM on, 80–81, 211; speculative, 92
priest, Russian (“pope”), accusing SM’s grandfather of murdering a Christian, 8–9
primary cause. See first cause
principle of sufficient reason, 14, 62, 194; articulation by imagination, 62–63; articulation by reason, 62–63
“Probe rabinischer Philosophie” (SM), 237
Professor (denouncing SM as atheist), 230
prognostication, 238, 239. See also prophecy
prophecy: Maimonides on, 171; SM on, 171
prophets, 67, 70, 73, 102, 106, 135, 149, 157, 172, 173, 174, 175–76, 177, 185, 190; perfection of, 187; Sabian, 182, 183
providence, 177–80, 189–90
Prussia, 4, 12, 22, 108
Psalms, 67, 73, 94, 136, 150, 152, 176, 177, 206
Ptolemy, 170, 204
Purim, Festival of (Haman), 10, 211
Putting Mendelssohn’s “Early Hours” to the Test (von Jakob), 204
Pyrrho, 242
Pythagoras, metaphysics, 241
Rabassi (Rav Ashi), 67, 68
Rabbenu Hakades (Rabbi Jehuda Hanassi), 67
rabbinic despotism, in Poland, 223
rabbinic morality: attitude towards women, 34; holiness, 73; influence on practical life, 74; praised by SM, 74; as stoicism, 73
rabbinic scholarship, abuse of, 91
Rabine (Ravina), 67, 68
Rachel (leaseholder’s youngest daughter), 34–35
Radziwill, Karol Stanislaw, Prince, 2, 4, 22; alcohol abuse, 46, 47, 48; atrocities against Jews, 45–46; character, 45; daughter admired by SM, 15; economy, 48; Mobilna project, 29, 30; personal doctor of, restoring health of Jossel of Klezk, 76; political decisions, 45; Russian soldiers rampaging through his lands, 45, 83; staying at inn of SM’s mother-in-law, 47–48; vandalism, 46; violence against women, 45, 48
Radziwill, Princess, 15
Rashi (Rabbi Salomon Isaak), 26, 236
Rawuzky, Prince, 15
reason: art of running wild with, 52; communicating truths of, 106–7; essence of human beings, 140, 141, 189–90; exercise of virtue according to, 106; ideas of, 63, 102, 170; in Kabbalah, 52, 53; product of, 62; and religion, 62–63, 66, 68, 129, 216, 217; religion of, 127; in stoicism, 87; system of morality grounded in, 89
Rebecca, 173
Reimarus, Hermann Samuel, 223
religion: articulation by imagination, 62–63; articulation by reason, 62–63; contract between people and Highest Being, 102; definition, 62, 101; ecstatic, 127; false, 101; melancholic, 127; mysteries of, 65; natural, 62, 64–65, 101; philosophical, 203; political, 65; polytheism, 63; positive, 62, 64–65, 102; of reason, 127; reason in, 62–63, 66, 68, 129, 216, 217; revealed, 102; true, 63, 101. See also Christianity; Judaism; paganism; theology
repentance, 91
“repentant ones,” 91
right, concept of: definition, 238; in the Epicurean system, 238; in Kant’s system, 238; in the Stoic system, 238; in Wolff’s system, 238
Rissia, Madame (SM’s mother-in-law): fightings with SM, 42–43; marriage arrangements, 37–40; mastery of cursing, 206; Prince Radziwill at her inn, 47–48; Xanthippe-like character, 37
Rosen, Madame (pharmacist), SM’s three-year apprenticeship, 208
Rosenthaler gate (Berlin), 111
Rousseau, Jean Jacques, 31
Russian army: plundering Prince Radziwill's estates, 45, 83; SM as guide for, 83–84; stationed at Mohilna, 32
Russian priest ("pope"), accusing SM's grandfather of murdering a Christian, 8–9

S. (Slonim), 59
Sabians, 182–85
Sais, inscription at, 105
Samuel Ibn Tibbon, Rabbi (Samuel ben Yehuda Ibn Tibbon), 133
Sara (SM's wife), 37; appearance, 47; divorce, 218–19, 227–29; Prince Radziwill at her mother's inn, 47–48; violence against, by Prince Radziwill, 48; wedding ceremony, 41
Schabatai Zebi (Shabetai Tzvi), 89
Schachna, Mr. (customs official), 22, 23
Schmilowitz, 35
schools, Jewish. See Jewish schools
Schwersen, Mr.: lease holdings of, 22–23; robbing SM's grandfather's lease, 23
secret society. See Hasidism; Kabbalah
secrets: in Holy Scriptures, 136; in Kabbalah, 52, 55, 56, 57, 59, 90; of nature, 60; in political religion, 65; of the prophetic writings, 134. See also mysteries
Sefardi, 155
Sefer Jossipon, 17n10
Sefirot, 55, 58
Segner, Johann Andreas, 218, 220
self-annihilation, in Hasidism, 86, 87, 92, 94, 95n(d), 107
self-contradiction, abhorrence of, 211
self-deception, 79, 99
self-preservation, 212n(a)
Seth, 182
's-Gravenhage (The Hague), 210, 212
Sha'arei Kedusha (The Gates of Holiness; Vital), 54
Sha'arei Orah (The Gates of Light; Joseph Gikatilla), 55
Shabetai Tzvi (Schabatai Zebi), 89
shaffars, 11–12
Shimon Mordekhai of Slonim, Rabbi, 59n21
Shofar, 220
Simei, son of Gera, 173
Simon, Mr. (banker), 226
Simon Ben Jochoi (Shimon bar Yohai), 89
Simon ben Lakish, Rabbi (Reish Lakish), 179
Simon of Lubitshch, 75–76
Simon the Pious, 67
skepticism: Humean, 231, 235; Mendelssohn on SM's, 195; Pyrrho, 242; SM's, 195, 233, 238; Talmudic, 27
S.L. (SM's patron in Berlin), 196, 209
slabode, 29
Slonim (S.), 59
sleepwalking, 84–85
smallpox, 36, 78
Society of Friends of the Noble and Good, 237
Society of Students of the Hebrew Language: on moral and political condition of the Jewish nation, 235; studying Hebrew from the sources, 236
Society of the Pious. See Hasidism
Socrates, 124, 241
Solomon, 103, 150
sophists, 241
Spain: arts and sciences in the twelfth century, 128; attitude towards Jews, 128; history of the persecution of Jews in, 17
sphera armillaris, 18
Spinoza, Benedict de, 195–96, 230, 231; acosmic not atheistic, 64; on first cause, 64; matter and spirit, 63–64; substance immediate cause of all effects, 63; unity real, variety ideal, 64
Spinozism: Fénelon arguing for, 218; Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi's, 204; Kabbalah as, 58; Mendelssohn's attempt to steer SM away from, 197; SM convinced of truth of, 197
Stanislaw II. August Poniatowski, King of Poland: SM's Essay on Transcendental Philosophy dedicated to, 233
Stettin, 108, 109, 110
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